
The Vehicle Retail, Rental and 
Aftermarket Parts division’s 
network of franchised vehicle 
dealerships is the largest in  
South Africa, representing almost 
all major brands. Dealerships are 
also distribution channels for 
financial services, insurance, 
vehicle servicing and parts.
In the commercial sector, the division owns 
and operates standalone dealerships in 
South Africa and the United Kingdom (UK). 
It also operates two car rental brands in 
South Africa (Tempest and Europcar), as 
well as the largest pre-owned vehicle 
dealer network (Auto Pedigree). The 
division’s panel shops repair vehicles for 
the rental fleet, the consumer market and 
insurance companies, and the aftermarket 
parts business wholesales and distributes 
vehicle parts and accessories. Its leisure 
businesses manufacture and sell caravans, 
canopies and other leisure accessories.

VEHICLE 
RETAIL, 

Rental and  
Aftermarket Parts  

(VRRAP)
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VALUE CHAIN

PASSENGER VEHICLE RETAIL  
(NEW AND PRE-OWNED)

 COMMERCIAL VEHICLE RETAIL  
(NEW AND PRE-OWNED)

 AFTERSALES PARTS, SERVICE  
AND REPAIR

New vehicles are sold through 86 dealerships, 
which are also a channel for the sale of 
vehicle-related financial services. Pre-owned 
vehicles re-enter the value chain by being 
traded in and retailed through the division’s 
pre-owned vehicle retail outlets in  
South Africa.

Retails new and pre-owned commercial 
vehicles and provides related financial services 
from 22 truck and van dealerships in South 
Africa, and 38 in the UK.

Vehicles are maintained and repaired at the 
division’s dealerships and in-house panel shops, 
with replacement parts purchased from within 
the Imperial Group.

CAR RENTAL AFTERMARKET PARTS LEISURE

The division’s car rental businesses, Europcar 
and Tempest, together comprise 122 outlets. 
Vehicles are purchased through the group’s 
distribution channels and original equipment 
manufacturers in South Africa, and disposed 
of through Auto Pedigree.

Imports and distributes parts through a 
network of 764 owned and franchised stores, 
focusing on vehicle parts and accessories for 
vehicles between five and ten years old. 
Brands include Midas, Alert Engine Parts, Turbo 
Exchange, Motolek, ADCO, CBS, ACD and 
Silverton Radiators.

Manufactures and retails caravans, trailers, 
canopies and related products. Brands include 
Beekman Canopies, Jurgens, Safari Centre and 
Campworld.
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R million 2015
2014 

restated % change

Revenue 37 547 34 014 10
Operating profit 1 677 1 569 7
Operating margin (%) 4,5 4,6

Return on invested capital (%) 14,7 15,1
Weighted average cost of capital (%) 9,3 9,5

KEY DATA

OVER

12 600
EMPLOYEES
(2014: 11 761)

38 TRUCK AND VAN 
DEALERSHIPS AND 
WORKSHOPS IN THE UK

63 DEDICATED  
PRE-OWNED RETAIL  
OUTLETS

TRAINING SPEND:  

R118
MILLION
(2014: R81 million)

NUMBER  
OF TRAINING  
HOURS:  

254 447
(2014: 239 058)

TOTAL SCOPE 1 AND 2  
CO2 EMISSIONS OF 

105 451
TONNES
(2014: 113 080 tonnes)

86 PASSENGER VEHICLE 
DEALERSHIPS AND  
22 COMMERCIAL VEHICLE 
DEALERSHIPS IN 
SOUTH AFRICA

DISTRIBUTOR, WHOLESALER AND RETAILER OF AFTERMARKET PARTS 
THROUGH APPROXIMATELY 764 OWNED AND FRANCHISED STORES

 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
on sustainability initiatives, see 
the Sustainable Development Report.



DIFFERENTIATORS
 > In South Africa, the division’s position as 

the largest vehicle retailer and 
aftermarket parts distributor, and the 
second-largest car rental operator.

 > Well-balanced footprint of vehicle retail 
operations which represent almost all 
major brands in South Africa, with the 
benefit of scale and a broad spread of 
motor-related products and services in its 
portfolio.

 > Ownership of 65% of facilities which retail 
passenger and commercial vehicles, in 
prime locations (South Africa and the UK). 

 > The division’s strong balance sheet and 
cash generation ability.

 > Continually investing in its people, which 
is a critical point of differentiation.

 > The division’s technical training network 
for vehicle-related trades, which is the 
largest in South Africa.

MATERIAL ISSUES
 > Growing and defending margin and 

market share, and driving growth in 
select businesses.

 > Reducing complexity in the division’s 
businesses to reduce costs and drive 
efficiencies.

 > Ensuring that assets (vehicle stock, 
properties and fleet) are utilised optimally.

 > Implementing and responding to new 
technology to enhance customer 
experience.

Value drivers Operating context

Personal consumption expenditure  
growth in South Africa and the UK

 > In South Africa, economic conditions remain 
challenging. Increasing interest rates will 
impact consumer spending.

 > Stable economic growth in the UK. 

Growing and ageing vehicle parc  > Relatively flat or modestly declining new 
vehicle sales in South Africa, however strong 
sales in the period 2008 onwards will support 
higher parts and service revenue into 
the future.

Competitive environment  > No material increase in competition in the 
division’s vehicle retail, aftermarket parts and 
leisure businesses.

 > Strong competition in the car rental market 
impacted the car rental businesses’ 
performance, together with lower volumes 
due to government and corporate clients 
rationalising expenditure. New entrants in 
adjacent sectors such as taxi operator Uber 
may become a material competitor to the car 
rental industry over time. 

Regulation pertaining to the  
extension of credit

 > The National Credit Amendment Act came 
into effect in March 2015. The impact on 
granting of vehicle finance for new vehicles 
was marginal, however customer finance 
approval rates at Auto Pedigree were 
adversely impacted. 

Labour environment  > Industrial action as a feature of the South 
African environment is increasing, most 
materially impacting the division’s 
manufacturing operations within its leisure 
portfolio.
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STRATEGY
Passenger and commercial
The focus of this business is to be dealers 
of choice for vehicle original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs), and be providers 
of service excellence to clients. 

In South Africa, the business seeks to 
maintain its strong market share and enhance 
margins, given its relative maturity and the 
anticipation for growth in new vehicle sales 
to remain flat. In the UK, the business will 
look to growing market share and further 
diversifying its offering in the commercial 
vehicle sector.

Dealership optimisation seeks to balance 
consolidation (for operational efficiency) with 
maintaining an empowered ownership model. 
Certain back-office functions have been 
consolidated, however accountability for 
performance remains firmly with each 
franchised dealership. 

Customer experience is a key determinant of 
customer loyalty and influences their decision 
to use the business’s dealerships for vehicle 
servicing, maintenance and parts, providing 
annuity income. Customer service skills are 
enhanced through training initiatives provided 
through OEMs (specifically product 
knowledge) and independent providers, and 
customer satisfaction is measured on an 
ongoing basis. In addition, there is a notable 
shift to customers using digital channels to 
inform their purchase decisions. Dedicated 
sales representatives have been appointed in 
some dealerships to follow up on leads 
generated through these channels.

The pre-owned vehicle business continues to 
achieve reasonable growth and maintains its 
focus on quality current model (demo) to 
five-year old pre-owned vehicles. The division 
leverages its relationships with OEMs to 
acquire demo vehicles, with the fleet 
management and car rental businesses also 
being a source of pre-owned vehicles. 
Consumer demand for pre-owned vehicles 
over new vehicles is likely to increase due to 
inflationary pressure and rising interest rates, 
however this impact is not yet apparent.

Aftermarket parts
The aftermarket parts business is 
consolidating to simplify its structure and 
realise operational efficiencies. A new 

warehouse in Johannesburg has consolidated 

four facilities into one, simplifying 

administration and making the delivery 

process more efficient. The business is also 

actively developing plans to grow its brands 

into Africa, and is exploring opportunities to 

leverage the footprint and regional 

knowledge of the Logistics Africa division 

when entering new markets. The aftermarket 

parts business’s strategy is to manage the 

value chain from ordering through to 

warehousing and retail. 

The division is looking to 
introduce lower-cost ‘house 
brands’ to its product 
portfolio, and will consider 
suitable acquisitions in this 
regard. To clearly distinguish 
between the Midas retail 
brand and the aftermarket 
parts holdings structure, 
the name of the aftermarket 
parts group was changed 
to Africa Automotive 
Aftermarket Solutions.

Car rental
The focus for this business is to achieve 

revenue growth and manage costs. Conditions 

in the car rental sector are highly challenging, 

characterised by strong competition, spending 

cuts by government and corporate clients and 

the attractive propositions to tourism and 

business customers from new entrants such 

as the Uber private taxi service. Corporate 

clients are also moving from single to dual 

supply contracts. 

The new administration system experienced a 

difficult launch in Tempest, and now that the 

issues have been resolved, it will be 

implemented in Europcar in the year ahead. 

This system will allow for the use of a single 

fleet and consolidate their administrative 

systems, improving operational and cost 

efficiencies and customer experience. 

Europcar and Tempest will retain their 

individual brands given their strong  

profile in the market.

Fuel and emissions efficiency is a material 
issue in the car rental business. The reduction 
of fleet carbon emissions is a key focus area 
and operational practices are being 
implemented in this regard.

Leisure
The manufacturing businesses in the division’s 
leisure portfolio are particularly susceptible to 
industrial action and electricity load shedding. 
Engagement with labour representatives is 
ongoing, and plans to mitigate the impact 
of load shedding on the production line are 
in place.  

The long-term success of the motor industry 
depends on having the technical skills 
available to service vehicles. The division 
provides apprentice training and offers a 
bridging programme for participants without 
the required mathematics and science skills.
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Acquisitions and strategic partnerships

Approach: Developments in the 2015 financial year:

South Africa In the aftermarket parts business, 
acquisitions that will strengthen its market 
position and expand into complementary 
service offerings.

Behr Hella 
Service  
SA (BHS)

Africa Automotive Aftermarket Solutions (previously Midas 
Group) entered into a strategic partnership with BHS, which 
operates Silverton Radiators and an agency network servicing 
the vehicle air conditioning repair market nationally. Under the 
agreement, Africa Automotive Aftermarket Solutions will 
become the exclusive distributor of BHS products in South 
Africa and neighbouring countries, and manage both the 
Silverton franchise and the BHS agent network.

UK In the commercial vehicles business, 
acquisitions that will grow market share 
and further diversify the division’s offering 
in the commercial vehicle sector.

S&B 
Commercials

The acquisition of S&B Commercials in September 2014 has 
further strengthened the UK commercial vehicles business’s 
position as a retailer of Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicles, 
and provides exposure to the port trucking industry. Its 
diversification into lighter commercial vehicles continues to 
perform well, representing a strong portfolio of leading brands.

Australia In the leisure business, explore 
opportunities to export its caravans 
and trailers to Australia.

TJM Australia The leisure business has concluded a distribution agreement 
with TJM Australia, an off-road vehicle accessory supplier. 
Under the agreement, the leisure business will distribute 
the TJM product through our Campworld and Safari Centre 
dealer network.

PERFORMANCE
The division continued to deliver good growth 
in revenue and operating profit during the 
year. Revenue grew 10% to R37 547 million 
and operating profit increased 7% to 
R1 677 million. Operating margin 
remained stable. 

In South Africa, the vehicle retail businesses 
delivered solid performances, retailing 30 641 
(2014: 31 816) new and 31 484 (2014: 
30 759) pre-owned vehicles during the year. 
Despite lower new unit sales, passenger 
vehicle revenue grew due to an improved 
sales mix and new vehicle price inflation. The 
latter drove motorists to pre-owned vehicles, 
which experienced moderate growth. Good 
expense management and a well streamlined 
network of dealerships resulted in operating 
profit growth higher than revenue in the 
passenger vehicle business.

South Africa’s medium commercial, heavy 
commercial and extra heavy vehicle markets 
experienced a softening of new retail unit 
sales on the prior year. As a result, both 
revenue and operating profit in the local 
commercial vehicles business declined.
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The UK commercial vehicle market grew 
strongly with the national truck market up 
48% (impact of Euro 6 suppressed 2014 sales 
volumes) and the national light commercial 
vehicle market up 20%. The division’s results 
were buoyed by this market growth and the 
acquisition of S&B Commercials. A weaker 
rand enhanced the growth in rand.

Aftersales parts and service revenue grew 
20% (13% excluding the UK). Parts revenue 
growth was driven by both price and volume 
increases, with the significant increase in new 
vehicle sales over recent years set to continue 
supporting growth. 

The car rental business experienced a difficult 
year with lower volumes in most segments. 
Highly challenging trading conditions included 
strong competition, spending cuts by 
government and corporations, clients moving 
from single to dual supply contracts, and 
competition from non-traditional entrants 
such as Uber. Revenue days declined, while 
utilisation improved 2% on the prior year 
with the average fleet size 10% smaller. 

Unit sales at Auto Pedigree declined as banks 
tightened credit approval rates to consumers 
in lower income segments in response to the 
NCA amendments. Panel shops delivered a 
disappointing result as revenue declined on 
the prior year, which included extraordinary 
hail repairs.

Revenue in the aftermarket 
parts business grew 8%, 
despite the increasingly 
tough market conditions 
and the switch to alternative, 
cheaper brands which put 
pressure on margins and 
market share. Price increases 
as a result of the weakening 
rand assisted revenue growth 
but operating income for the 
year was flat.

NET CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURE OF 

R844 
MILLION 
(2014: R633 MILLION) 

OUTLOOK
Growth in new passenger vehicle sales is 
expected to remain flat or show a modest 
decline given the challenges in the South 
African consumer environment, however 
these challenges may impact positively on 
growth in used vehicle sales. Low business 
confidence in the domestic economy is 
expected to continue putting pressure on 
commercial vehicle sales. The initiatives to 
drive operational efficiency and grow the 
aftermarket parts business are expected to 
impact positively on the business’s 
performance in the year ahead. The division 
remains optimistic that the car rental 
businesses will achieve higher profitability in 
line with strategic interventions undertaken, 
although competitive pressure will remain. 

Single digit growth in revenue and 
operating profit are expected for the 
2016 financial year.
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